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Anomalous Mesonic Interactions near a Chiral Phase Transition
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Using constituent quarks coupled to a linear sigma model at nonzero temperature, I show tha
anomalous mesonic amplitudes, such asp0 ! gg, vanish in a chirally symmetric phase. Process
which are allowed, such asp0s ! gg, are computed to leading order in a loop expansion.
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The axial anomaly is the observation that for fermio
coupled to a gauge field the divergence of the current
axial fermion number is not just the standard contribut
from the classical equations of motion. In addition, at o
loop order the divergence also contains a new term fr
quantum effects [1]. Because of deep geometrical reas
there are no further corrections to this new term beyond
loop order [2]. For similar reasons, the axial anomaly
not altered by the presence of a medium, such as a the
bath, in either two [3] or four [4] spacetime dimensions

Besides the axial anomaly for fermions, there are a
“anomalous” mesonic interactions [1,5]. These are l
the fermion anomaly in that they arise from fermion lo
graphs involving an odd number of the Dirac matrixg5,
and so in the end are proportional to the antisymme
tensoreabdg. Despite this superficial similarity, in thi
Letter I show that while the axial anomaly for fermions
completely unaffected by the presence of a medium, ne
chiral phase transition of second order, anomalous mes
interactions change dramatically. As a medium I consi
a thermal bath [6], which may be produced in the cen
region of heavy ion collisions at ultrarelativistic energie

I begin by considering the prototypical anomalo
mesonic interaction, the decay ofp0 ! gg [1,5]. Be-
cause the lifetime of thep0 is electromagnetic, and s
much longer than hadronic time scales, this decay is
of experimental interest for heavy ion collisions. Th
essential physics, however, applies to the (anomalo
decay of thev meson, which does decay over hadron
time scales.

I work in a constituent quark model, with two flavor
andNc  3 colors of a quark fieldc . I couple quarks to
photons,Aa , and to mesons,F, ignoring their coupling
to gluons. I assume that the (quantum mechani
breaking of the axial Us1d chiral symmetry is large a
all temperatures [7], so that the relevant chiral symme
is SUs2d, 3 SUs2dr . Then the only [8] meson fields
required areF  st0 1 i $p ? $t, with s a JP  01

meson, and $p the 02 pions; the flavor matrices ar
t0  1y2 and trstatbd  daby2.

I take a positive definite Euclidean metric, withsg5d2 
11. Left- and right-handed quark fields are construc
by using the projectorsP,,r  s1 7 g5dy2, c,,r  P,,rc.
The Lagrangian density for quarks is
0031-9007y96y76(17)y3084(4)$10.00
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L  c,Dyc, 1 crDycr 1 2egs c,Fcr 1 cr Fyc,d .
(1)

Dy  s≠y 2 iqAyd, where q is a matrix for the electric
charge of the up and down quarks,q  est3 1 t0y3d. Ex-
cluding the electromagnetic coupling, this Lagrangian
invariant under global SUs2d, 3 SUs2dr chiral rotations
V, and Vr , wherec,,r ! V

y
,,rc,,r and F ! V

y
, FVr .

With electromagnetism,e fi 0, the Lagrangian is invari-
ant under rotations in the isospin-3 direction. Explicitly

L  c fDy 1 2eg°
st0 1 i $p ? $tg5

¢
gc . (2)

If chiral symmetry breaking occurs, soksl  s0, I shift
s ! s0 1 s, and the constituent quark mass ism egs0. At tree level, s0  fp  93 MeV is the pion
decay constant.

I neglect the dynamics of the scalar and quark fields
derive the effective Lagrangian between the scalar
photon fields which is induced by integrating out th
quarks at one loop order. Of course, in an asymptotica
free theory, at very high temperatures mesons do
matter, only the quarks and gluons. Mesons are impor
at low and intermediate temperatures. In particular,
a chiral symmetry of SUs2d, 3 SUs2dr , the chiral phase
transition can be of second order [7] atT  Tx , which
for the sake of argument I assume is the case. I w
in a strict chiral limit, so thats0sT d andfpsT d vanish as
T ! Tx . The pions are massless whenT # Tx ; the s

meson, which is heavy at zero temperature, is massles
Tx , so that atTx thes and the pions form the appropriat
SUs2d, 3 SUs2dr  Os4d multiplet. For three or more
flavors the chiral phase transition is typically of first ord
[7]; the present analysis is then of interest if the transiti
is weakly first order.

Computing the amplitude forp0 ! gg is standard at
zero temperature. Let the two photons beAasP1d and
AbsP2d, whereP1 and P2 are the four-momenta. Ther
are two triangle diagrams which contribute; after doi
the Dirac algebra, one diagram contributes

2i
4ege2Nc

3
mIsP1, P2, mdeabdgPd

1 P
g
2 , (3)

whereeabdg is the antisymmetric tensor, andIsP1, P2, md
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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is the loop integral

trK
1

sK2 1 m2d fsK 1 P1d2 1 m2g fsK 2 P2d2 1 m2g
.

(4)

trK 
R

d4Kys2pd4 is the integral over the loop momen
tum K. In the limit of small momenta the dependence
P1 andP2 can be neglected, with

trK
1

sK2 1 m2d3 
1

32p2m2 . (5)

The second diagram, which follows by interchangingP1
and P2, and a and b, contributes equally. Altogether
after usingm  egfp , the Lagrangian density forp0 !

gg is [1,5]

i
e2Nc

96p2fp

p0eabdgFabFdg . (6)

To compute the corresponding amplitude at nonz
temperature I make several assumptions. First, I comp
near the chiral phase transition,T , Tx . Sinces0sT d !

0, I can takemsTd  egs0sT d ø T . Second, I work in
the static limit, taking both external energies to vani
p0

1  p0
2  0. Because of the antisymmetric tensor, th

means that implicitly I am assuming that one of t
photons is a plasmon, saya  0, while the other is
spatial,b  i. I also assume that the spatial momen
jp1j and jp2j, are much smaller than the temperatu
These assumptions can be relaxed, but suffice to illust
how anomalous mesonic interactions change nearTx .

Under these assumptions, the computation ofp0 ! gg

at nonzero temperature is utterly trivial. To leading ord
in m, all I have to do is compute the integral in (4
for m  0 and T fi 0. At T fi 0, the fermionic loop
momentumk0  s2n 1 1dpT , summing over all integers
n,

trK
1

sK2d3  T
1X̀

n2`

Z d3k
s2pd3

1
fk2 1 sk0d2g3


1

16p4T2

X̀
n1

1
s2n 2 1d3


7

128
z s3d

p4T2
. (7)

In doing the integral it is most convenient to fir
integrate over the spatial momenta, and then do
sum over the integersn. This sum generates a ze
function, z srd 

P`
n1 1ynr ; in (7), z s3d  1.202 06, . . .

enters. Consequently, in the static limit aboutTx , after
integration by parts the Lagrangian density forp0 ! gg

is

i
7z s3de2eg2Nc

96p4T2 eijkss0≠ip
0dA0≠jAk . (8)

I emphasize that (8) holds only under the given a
proximations [9,10], in particular, in the chiral limitnear
Tx . At zero temperature (6) can be derived using
partial conservation of the axial current (PCAC) and t
n

ro
te

,
s

,
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te
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e
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e
e

standard axial anomaly for fermions. At low temper
tures, presumably something like (6) can be derived
using PCAC atT fi 0; at the very least, the zero temper
turefp should be replaced byfpsT d [10]. In contrast, (8)
is valid solely aboutTx , wherefpsT d is small, and PCAC
breaks down.

It is natural for the constants in (8) to differ from thos
in (6). If they did not, and the amplitude forp0 ! gg

were proportional to1yfp sTd at all temperatures, then
the amplitude would diverge asT ! Tx , whenfp sT d !

0. Instead, the constants change from,1yfp at zero
temperature to,eg2s0sT dyT2 nearTx , so that instead of
diverging, the amplitude vanishes asT ! T 2

x [11].
I have written (8) in a suggestive manner. The ax

current for the scalar fields is$JA,i  ss0 1 sd≠i $p 2
$p≠is. Thus (8) is part of the Lagrangian density

i
7z s3de2eg2Nc

96p4T2
eijkJ3

A,iA0≠jAk . (9)

To demonstrate that (9) is correct, observe that
predictsp0s ! gg even whens0  0. This process is
given by six box diagrams, and can be checked direc
It is easiest to calculate the box diagrams in two limi
first, when thes has zero momentum, and then, whe
thep has zero momentum. The two coefficients have
value given by (9), with the appropriate change in sign

The change in anomalous mesonic interactions nearTx

can be understood generally. The restoration of ch
symmetry atT $ Tx requires all couplings to be mani
festly chirally symmetric. Hence electromagnetic amp
tudes must commute not just with the third compone
of the vector charge (which is just isospin symmetr
but with the third component of the axial vector char
as well. This implies thatp0 ! gg vanishes, and con
strains the amplitude forp0s ! gg to have the form in
(9), with a coupling directly to the third component of th
axial current,J3

A,i . While the structure of the operator fo
p0s ! gg is dictated by the chiral symmetry, the coeffi
cient in front is not; since it is proportional to the couplin
constanteg2, whose value is arbitrary, it is not universa
and likely receives corrections ineg2 from graphs to higher
loop order.

Because I have computed in the static limit, t
expression in (9) is gauge invariant: botheijk≠jAk andA0

are each unchanged under static gauge transformat
The amplitudes can also be computed away from
static limit: then each external energyp0 is analytically
continued asp0  2iv 1 01, wherev is a continuous,
Minkowski energy. For nonzerov andp the results are
more involved, and are nonlocal in coordinate space.
the limit of small momenta, where eachv and p ø T ,
and to leading order ineg nearTx , the resulting amplitudes
are similar to those which arise for hard thermal loo
[12]. This is because the diagrams are at one loop, w
discontinuities due to massless (fermion) fields at nonz
3085
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temperature. In the end, the result forp0s ! gg must
be gauge invariant, but in a more involved fashion.

With this example in hand, we can compute how ma
other anomalous mesonic interactions change nearTx .
An example of importance for heavy ion collisions
the v meson. Thev meson is special in that, becau
it couples to the isosinglet current for quark numb
it only couples through anomalous interactions [13,1
There are two anomalous interactions of importan
at zero temperature,v ! rp and v ! ppp. The
corresponding lifetime of thev meson is,20 fmyc,
which, while long, is still of hadronic time scales.

To coupleF to vector mesons, I assume strict vect
meson dominance [14]. Neglecting electromagnetism,
covariant derivative in (2) becomes

Dy  ≠y 2 igsvyt0 1 $ry ? $t 1 g5 $ay1 ? $t d , (10)

whereg is the coupling constant to vector mesons. Und
chiral rotations the isotriplets (theJP  12 $r and the11

$a1) mix with each other, while the isosinglets (the12 v

and the11 isosingletf1, which I neglect) are invariant.
Up to trivial factors of isospin, the diagrams whic

contribute tov ! rp are the same as forp0 ! gg. To
one loop order at zero temperature, about zero momen
the Lagrangian density forv ! rp is

2i
g2Nc

8p2fp

eabdgva≠b $p ? ≠d $rg . (11)

Near the chiral phase transition, and taking a plasmo
va  v0 to conform to the static limit, this becomes

2i
7z s3dg2eg2Nc

32p4T2
eijkv0s $JA,i ? ≠j $rk 2 $JV ,i ? ≠j $a1,kd ,

(12)

where the isospin vector current$JV ,i  $p 3 ≠i $p. This
expression is the product of a left-handed current time
left-handed gauge field, minus the same for right-han
quantities, and so is invariant under the symmetries
chiral SUs2d, 3 SUs2dr and parity.

For the second process,v ! ppp , about zero mo-
mentum the Lagrangian density is

1i
gNc

24p2f3
p

eabdgva≠b $p ? ≠d $p 3 ≠g $p , (13)

to one loop order at zero temperature. To compute
corresponding amplitude about the chiral phase transi
requires the integral

trK
1

sK2d4


31
1024

z s5d
p6T4

, (14)

z s5d  1.036 93, . . . . In the static limit nearTx , the
Lagrangian density for a plasmonicv0 is

i
31z s5dgeg4Nc

256p6T4
eijkv0ss0 1 sd≠i $p ? ≠j $p 3 ≠k $p .

(15)
Remembering thatv0 is a chiral singlet, this can be
written in a form which is manifestly chirally symmetric
3086
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i
31z s5dgeg4Nc

64p6T4
eijkv0

3 trfFy≠iF≠jFy≠kF 2 sF ! Fydg . (16)

The anomalous interactions of thev meson have
dramatic consequences for a “thermal”v. Without
anomalous interactions, strict vector meson dominan
implies that the mass of the thermalv does not change
with temperature [14]. Including anomalous interaction
both the mass and the width of the thermalv must
change. The present results demonstrate that even
form of the anomalous interactions change nearTx .
These changes may be observable by measuring a s
in the v peak, as seen in the dilepton spectrum in hea
ion collisions at ultrarelativistic energies.

I conclude by discussing one last anomalous proce
Extending the model to three flavors,p  pala for
the SUs3d flavor matricesla, at zero temperature the
Lagrangian density forKK ! ppp is [5]

i
2Nc

15p2f5
p

eabdg trsp≠ap≠bp≠dp≠gpd . (17)

Using the integral

trK
1

sK2d5


635
32768

z s7d
p8T6

, (18)

where z s7d  1.008 35, . . . , then about the chiral phase
transition, to one loop order the Lagrangian dens
between ones meson with zero momentum and fivep ’s
is

i
127

p
2 z s7deg6Nc

256
p

3 p8T6
eijkss0 1 sd trsp≠0p≠ip≠jp≠kpd .

(19)

As before, (19) implies that while the amplitude fo
KK ! ppp vanishes in a chirally symmetric phase
that for KK ! ppps does not. While I have written
(19) in a form which appears to be Lorentz invarian
it is valid only in the limit where,≠0p is vanishingly
small. Terms of higher order in the frequency involv
expressions which are nonlocal in coordinate space.

At zero temperature (17) is the first term in the expa
sion of a chirally symmetric Lagrangian in five dimen
sions. Witten showed that the form of this Lagrangian
dictated by topology in five dimensions [5], which fixe
the constant in front, up to an overall integer equal
the number of colors. Likewise, it must be possible
write (19) in chirally invariant form. Note, however, tha
the constant in front of (19) does not appear to be co
strained by topology, since it involves a coupling constaeg, whose value is arbitrary [15].

The following picture emerges. At low temperature
only pions are massless, with their anomalous interactio
governed by the generalization of the Wess-Zumin
Witten Lagrangian [5] to nonzero temperature [10].
the chiral transition is of second (or weakly first) orde
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though, then nearTx anomalous mesonic interactions a
governed by a new Lagrangian, which includes the te
in (9) and (19) as two examples. A new Lagrangi
emerges because near the critical point new modes—
s mesons [19]—become light, so the anomalous meso
Lagrangian adjusts to include them.
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Note added.—After this work was submitted for pub
lication, I received [20], which, following [6], obtains re
sults similar to those herein.
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